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London June 19- 21: the so called experts of narrative Medicine coming from  all the world meet at King’s 

College, Saint Thomas Hospital, with the scope to shape the future of narrative studies in health care and 

social policies. And here the first definition of expert given by the speakers: he/she is not somebody who 

knows, but who seeks for continuous knowledge by written or spoken dialogue with the others. The 

congress was wonderfully organized by The King’s College, Centre for Humanities for Health, by Brian 

Hurwitz and his team and by British Columbia New York, Rita Charon and her team. 

People who are following  these disciplines definitely come from many different backgrounds: physicians, 

nurses, midwives, psychologist and epidemiologist, health care planners but also philosopher and linguistics 

and so many I may forget or not acknowledge new emerging roles.  

And due to this so wide mosaic of expertise the congress was definitely rich of stimuli, but “not clustered”, 

in a total different way differentiating it form a classic scientific congress where lectures and workshops are 

so clearly divided. No, here we are talking about narratives, and given the precondition that stories are 

complexes,  in this educational plan developed at the congress,  we concluded that we have abandon the 

binary  black and white way of thinking and  accept uncertainties, conditions of no linearity, messy 

situations . 

Very few slides, like a sort of revolt  against the predominance of power point, many written and accurate 

lectures and speeches, many images, photos, graphic videos, many stories,  including  the fiction of 

literature and movies to the real patients’ stories. There were no boundaries between medical literature 

and patient’s chronicles. This was the first thing on which people at congress were somewhat in 

agreement:  while the  literature professors were keeping high the flag that literature is beyond fictions,  on 

the other hand  the scientists were more sceptical on “imagining and inventing too much”. And I was one of 

the latter wing, until I stopped myself in starting to judge - or prejudge- and started to get the possible 

reasons why. And before trying to give a clue  for such a “melting pot” between real life stories and 

literature,  let me talk about  ideas and facts which have been presented at the congress. 

Caterine Belling gave  a wonderful lecture on tortures and hypochondria (which is a form of self- torture): I 

was  more interested on the first part because she affirmed that medicine can become aggressive as 

torture and, both medicine and torture share two things: the body as an object and the fact that under 

diagnostics tests- which by the way are called investigations-, like in torture application, one wants to know 

the true, specifically in medical cases, wants to give a name to the disease. Very provocative imagine, 

appreciated not by the whole audience but indeed able to move deeper reactions. And going on, during 

two other workshops it came out,  this time with figures and slides , that at the third year of medical 

university, students starts to become less empathic, and on the other way to gain the Foucault ‘s medical 

gaze. That gaze which does not permit  to  carers proximity to the patients but legitimate  the  distant carer.  
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So students are becoming more and more rational and far away from lives, focusing only on the medical 

objects. And again in another sessions, physicians were compared by an American psychiatrist, Steven 

Schlozman,  to Zombies, creatures who are  living dead, always hungry, very slow motion and who do not 

possess the mirror neurons to develop empathy.  Tortures, Zombies , lack of empathy: where was  I? What 

was this congress topics? I showed my slides (still traditional)  of the strong sense of affiliation and spiritual 

values of Italian pain therapists, coming out from quantitative and narrative analysis.  From our VEDUTA 

project, endorsed by the Italian Society of Pain (Federdolore) and the Ministry of Health, it emerged  clearly 

that the therapists benefits from patients care, and the encompass also their family. No burn out, strong 

commitment. Why this ambiguity, these different perception of carers?  

Our background might  be the difference for the fact that in Italy we do have developed empathy in schools 

before the university, we did have studies classic literature talking of the diseases and hopes of the heroes 

and mankind: yes, we have studied  at least the effects of three plagues in literature,  being the most 

famous that one described  by Alessandro Manzoni  in the Betrothed-  Promessi Sposi, and not only, much 

earlier we have studies the plague in Athens describes by Thucydides and Lucretius in his quite known for 

the Italian students at the high school, - if not studied enough they will be rejected -  the Nature of Things, 

De Rerum Natura.  Does our secondary schools includes a lot of these narratives that now some other 

countries such as mainly Anglo saxons ones have to  re- discover and this is why a big portion of the time of 

the congress insisted  much on literature and we as Italian, on the other hand, wants to insist  on real 

stories, because we are lacking in our secondary school of a good scientific knowledge? Might this be a sort 

of compensation for what people in the different countries had in their backgrounds before university? 

At the congress we were, after England and USA, the country with the highest number of speaker s because 

we really do believe in the power of narrative medicine: however all our Italian presentation were based on 

real cases life and not on literature. Literatures with its powerful metaphors was used as a vehicle but it 

was not the object of the speech. 

So my first thanks goes to the wonderful public schools system that we had (and we still have to keep it and 

to save it) before the university, that school for the years in which  children  and teen agers are like sponges 

and they do shape their personality. Of course, later on, one still have to develop the capability to reflect 

and being inspired by texts (and not just learning notions and dates of the text). Being inspired, that’s the 

goal, not a mechanical and automatic memory learnt lesson on the text. And the lesson of inspiration was 

marvellously  carried out by Ann Jurecic of British Columbia University. 

 

Yes, empowerment should be given to the scientific courses at university, where this incredible and 

powerful know how on the functioning of our  minds and souls and bodies in the living context, is too easily 

closed  and defeated with short form questionnaires- and the shorter the better: in these risky academic 

years made of texts to learn, notions, practice and competition, still some working groups on humanities 

shouldn’t be wiped off. Especially in Italy, where our classic culture in in our DNA: why do we have to get 

rid of it, and hit off the globalized culture of medicine with its EBM practice? We should be able enough to 

include Humanities not only in our background before university, but during and after in any working 

practice.   I ‘m leading a Master for  young scientists:  when I ask them during the selection: “could you talk 

about a book which has particularly impressed you? “ some of them  go back to memories to the high 

school, and they confess that they don’t have  time and energies for reading. Hopefully, some of them, not 

the majority. 



Therefore, literature, and illness centred movies or books do help in operating sensitization and 

empowerment but, in my opinion,  they will never replace the power of real life stories:  we could cry at the 

end by commotion but we will not be able to improve the health care system. The  richness of different  

points comes out from the  different reports: in some cases patients reported to wish for not continuing 

medicalization (it was clearly mentioned abuse of medicalization),   in some cases the narrative helped to 

develop a legacy between the equipe and the patient’s and caregivers. Also here, no black or white. 

But the best definition of Narrative medicine, behind all possible methodologies, co-costruction of stories 

which helps to give a meaning,  was  provided by Arthur Frank, sociologist, Calgary University, writer of the 

Wounded story teller: humans are disempowered because they are dependent on technology. If 

technology breaks down, humanity is too much fragile now to help the carers and the patients: and back to 

the current tune of artificial medicine, artificial, physicians and artificial nurses. 

And so,  to counteract this, Franks taught us, with a plane and slow English, lovely, especially for we who 

are not mother tongue that Narrative medicine is helping us  to find  the next viable to us: to be ill- and he 

had a cancer – he said  we have to have a style. And narrative medicine  has to help us  on this point: he 

brought the cases of Will, a six years child old, who left alone at home with his sister, got totally burnt in 

the face, and therefore, waiting for  the plastic surgery, he had to wear a healing  mask: in  the  real story, 

he transformed himself in a  superhero,  like Batman: finally, when the day for the final surgery to  his face 

came,  the child told to the surgeon that  surgery should have applied to both, Will and his counterpart, the 

superhero. 

What we are talking here about? Is that narrative helps to personalizing care, building a better welfare 

system less dominated by automatism and more respectful of patients’ needs. 

And one final comment on the people participating  to the congress: nice faces, true, genuine, no artefacts, 

no arrogance, clean minds and people full of trusts and deep values. As Rita Charon writes and says, with 

this method we can change the way to heal each other: in a greener, more spiritual and less cynical way of 

acting. 

At the end, people were touched inside: the international network is already taking off, and I’m sure, it will 

produce magnificent changes in the ways we use and think to what is care: and we, as Italian, are on the 

good track. Simply, we do not have to forget our Mare Nostrum cultural roots. 

 


